
PROMOTING RECOGNITION OF 
ADVENTURERS AND EXPLORERS

A guide to Fellowship



The Guild

The Adventurers and Explorers Guild (AEG) is a 
prestigious guild and a third party certifier of an 
international multidisciplinary professional community 
of explorers, adventurers and expeditioners. It is the 
only organisation of its kind that formally recognises the 
professional skills, dedication and experience required to 
practice in the expeditionary fields of exploration and 
adventure.

The platform is a third-party certifier which promotes 
the prestigious recognition of both professional and 
hobby explorers and adventurers.

Membership is awarded to persons who demonstrate a 
commitment to explore, discover, lead and inspire 
people into the wildlands of the abound.



Routes to Fellowship

The Adventurers and Explorers Guild offers professional recognition for each category of 
Fellowship: Associate Fellow, Fellow, Leading Fellow and Master Fellow. There are two ways 
to be awarded AEG Fellowship:

An direct individual application to the guild by 
the applicant. The application will need to 
address the required criteria for Fellowship to 
be bestowed. 

A nomination of an individual by a colleague or 
organisation to the guild for fellowship. The 
nominated individual will need to address the 
required criteria for Fellowship to be bestowed. 

Direct Application Indirect Application



Associate Fellow (AFAEG)

For a successful application to the level of Associate Fellow (AFAEG) the below criteria (L) will need to be 
satisfied and a portfolio inclusive of the documentation required below (R). 

Eligibility Criteria 

✓Open to anyone above 18 years old

✓Well-developed enthusiasm for exploration 
and adventure, for example through 
journalism, expeditions, micro adventures, 
adventure sports, travel writing, outdoor 
leadership and science.

✓Have proven experience in micro adventures 
or expeditions in either jungle, marine, 
desert, bushland, mountains, arctic, alpine or 
altitude environments.

Required Documentation

✓Application Form

✓Curriculum Vitae (CV)

✓Expedition logbook (Fellow applicants)

✓Membership Level Application Statement 
(1000-word limit)

✓Two professional references (Fellow 
applicants)

✓Relevant qualifications (Fellow applicants) 



Fellow (FAEG)

For a successful application to the level of Fellow (FAEG) the below criteria (L) will need to be satisfied and 
a portfolio inclusive of the documentation required below (R). 

Eligibility Criteria 

✓Open to anyone above 18 years old

✓Well-developed enthusiasm for exploration and 
adventure, for example through journalism, 
expeditions, micro adventures, adventure sports, 
travel writing, outdoor leadership and science.

✓ The attainment of a certificate level qualification in 
a related discipline, field science or wilderness 
related medicine.

✓Have proven experience in expedition leadership 
roles on /or leading, no less than twenty-five micro 
adventures; or proven experience in expedition 
leadership roles on /or leading no less than five 
expeditions of at least two weeks in duration; or 
proven experience in expedition leadership roles on 
/or leading at least one expedition of more than 
two months in duration, in either jungle, marine, 
desert, bushland, mountains, arctic, alpine or 
altitude environments.

Required Documentation

✓Application Form

✓ Curriculum Vitae (CV)

✓ Expedition logbook (Fellow applicants)

✓Membership Level Application Statement (1000-
word limit)

✓ Two professional references (Fellow applicants)

✓ Relevant qualifications (Fellow applicants)



Leading Fellow (LFAEG)

For a successful application to the level of Leading Fellow (LFAEG) the below criteria (L) will need to be 
satisfied and a portfolio inclusive of the documentation required below (R). 

Eligibility Criteria 

✓Open to anyone above 18 years old

✓Well-developed enthusiasm for exploration and 
adventure, for example through journalism, 
expeditions, micro adventures, adventure sports, 
travel writing, outdoor leadership and science.

✓ The attainment of an undergraduate or 
postgraduate degree in a related discipline, field 
science or wilderness related medicine.

✓Have proven experience leading no less than fifty 
micro adventures; or leading no less than ten 
expeditions of at least two weeks in duration; or 
leading at least three expeditions of more than two 
months in duration, in either jungle, marine, 
desert, bushland, mountains, arctic, alpine or 
altitude environments

Required Documentation

✓Application Form

✓ Curriculum Vitae (CV)

✓ Expedition logbook (Fellow applicants)

✓Membership Level Application Statement (1000-
word limit)

✓ Two professional references (Fellow applicants)

✓ Relevant qualifications (Fellow applicants)



Master Fellow (MFAEG)

For a successful application to the level of Master Fellow (MFAEG) the below criteria (L) will need to be 
satisfied and a portfolio inclusive of the documentation required below (R). 

Eligibility Criteria 

✓Well-developed enthusiasm for exploration and 
adventure, for example through journalism, 
expeditions, micro adventures, adventure sports, 
travel writing, outdoor leadership and science.

✓Have proven experience leading no less than fifteen 
expeditions of at least 2 weeks in duration; or 
leading at least five expeditions of more than two 
months in duration in either jungle, marine, desert, 
bushland, mountains, artic, alpine or altitude 
environments.

✓ The attainment of an undergraduate or 
postgraduate degree in a related discipline, field 
science or wilderness related medicine.

✓Demonstrated in excess of ten years in a 
professionally related discipline, field science or 
wilderness related medicine.

Required Documentation

✓Application Form

✓ Curriculum Vitae (CV)

✓ Expedition logbook (Fellow applicants)

✓Membership Level Application Statement (1000-
word limit)

✓ Two professional references (Fellow applicants)

✓ Relevant qualifications (Fellow applicants)



Application
Members and Fellows are vital to the Guilds mission to advance adventure and exploration through 
professional and prestigious recognition. To apply for  membership or recognition through fellowship applicants 
are advised to follow the steps below.

Application for Membership and Fellowship

1. Download the application form

2. Prepare your portfolio

3. Submit your completed application to explore@adexguild.org

4. Receive feedback and outcome from the board

5. If successful, pay your application and annual licensing fee

6. Receive your professional recognition certification in the post

7. Maintain your annual financial membership 

mailto:explore@adexguild.org


Member Benefits

Members and Fellows are vital to the Guilds mission to advance adventure and exploration through 
professional and prestigious recognition, and membership offers a range of benefits below.

Recognition: Awarded fellowship proves to employers, clients and the public that 
you demonstrate competence, experience and professionalism in the adventure, 
expeditions and exploration.

Benefits to Employers: the awards recognise proven experience through a robust 
vetting process and further provides incentive for individual adventurers and 
explorers to maintain professional development to ensure they have a highly skilled 
and respected employee.

Fellowship: Fellowship of a prestigious learned society and authorisation and 
licensing to use approved post nominals, the accreditation mark on emails, personal 
blogs and websites (see logo use policy), and honourable listing on the member 
honour roll.

Networking: Access to an alumni network of adventurers and explorers to discuss, 
research or promote expedition opportunities and jobs listings.

Personal Development: Access to exclusive corporate discounts offered by 
participating companies, courses and events, and access to the e-newsletter and 
partner promotions.



Application and licensing fees

Members and Fellows are recognised for their experience and professionalism in adventure and exploration. 
Awards and licensing fees ensure the Guild and its members and fellowship are represented and recognised 
through approved post nominals and trade mark affiliation. 

Ordinary Member

Application fee - Free

Annual licensing fee - $0

Fellow

Application fee - $250

Annual licensing fee - $45

Leading Fellow

Application fee - $250

Annual licensing fee - $45

Master Fellow

Application fee - $250

Annual licensing fee - $45

Associate Fellow
Application fee - $120
Annual licensing fee - $45



Parchments and Signatures

Awards and licensing is inclusive of 
professional email signature and 
parchments



Decisions and Outcomes

In order for AEG to properly assess your portfolio you must provide all requested details accurately and 
fairly and when required (please see the Privacy Policy for more information relating to privacy).

The findings of the advisory board shall be final decisions and the feedback 
provided will indicate the reasons identified (either positive or negative to an 
application). The board shall not give consideration to any application that has 
not fulfilled the criteria, submitted an incomplete application, or which is the 
same or substantially the same as any application considered by the advisory 
board within the past preceding twelve (12) months; provided, however, that the 
board may, within its discretion, grant a request for a rehearing where it is 
evident that a substantial procedural error occurred which deprived the 
applicant of a fair assessment. 

The advisory board shall grant an applicant a rehearing where an appeal or 
request for a variance is denied due to the applicant's failure to supply the 
required information.



Code of Conduct

Members and Fellows will:

1. Act with respect, integrity and honesty.

2. Monitor and review their professional 
work in order to maintain good standing.

3. Engage in appropriate activities to remain 
up to date with knowledge of exploration 
and adventure subject matter and risk 
mitigation.

4. Be open to and diligent in considering 
feedback from appraisals, peers and 
observations.



© The Adventurers and Explorers Guild


